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Who are we?

Kaizen.co.uk

Specialists in:

● Digital PR

● SEO

● PPC & Paid Social

● Influencer Marketing
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This talk is fairly random… by design 

My aim: For each attendee to have something they can apply to 
their work right away



Why is automation important? 

Save 
time

Preserve 
resource

Focus on 
strategy



Automation encourages & enhances proactivity 

Check out my Kaizen blog post 
for more on proactivity in SEO ;)

At Kaizen, we stay on top of our campaigns with 
automated alerting and client monitoring.

Being proactive allows us to:

● Maximise output
● Build trust and reassure stakeholders
● Save time resolving new issues
● Assert yourself as an important ‘cog in the 

machine’

kaizen.co.uk/blog

https://kaizen.co.uk/blog/seo/the-ultimate-guide-to-being-a-more-proactive-seo/
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Automated tasks

Manual tasks

Finding the right balance is key

Marketing can be complex and nuanced, there often needs to be a layer of 
expertise to each task.



A general rule for automation

Even though it’s possible to go as far as automating a full task from the start to finish, we 
shouldn’t.

Avoid having a task fully 
automated to a level that 

requires no manual 
input/review



TIP #1: Automate repetitive 
spreadsheet tasks with macros



Applies to Google Sheets & Excel



As marketers, we are no strangers to 
repetitive spreadsheet actions
● Formatting
● Ordering of data
● Filtering data
● Clearing unwanted rows/columns
● Copy and pasting
● And so on…



It can get quite boring, mundane and 
very repetitive



Here’s how I like to format my (many) keyword sheets



I used to follow the same 
manual process to format my 

keyword data… every time



Now, the spreadsheet does it 
for me in just a couple of clicks



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1VVDNz6ZKLTB83-r1EWgsr1FS7U-Q9d2H/preview


Record your steps into a macro
Google Sheets



Record your steps into a macro
Excel



Once you hit record, carry out your steps manually 
as you normally would before hitting save



You’ve now just created your own script, without 
any coding required.



That’s it! Sit back, relax and let the Macro take on 
the manual work from here! 



TIP #2: Use the QUERY function in 
Google Sheets to create automatic 

dashboards & quick insights



QUERY is powerful, don’t just take it from me

“The Google Sheets Query function is 
the most powerful and versatile 

function in Google Sheets.”

www.benlcollins.com
Ben Collins

Google Developer Expert & 
Data Analytics Instructor



So what is the QUERY function?

The QUERY function allows you to easily pull key data 
points from a large data set.



Think of it like this

Filtering, sorting and pivoting 
data without all of the hassle



Here’s an example (original dataset)



Here’s an example (QUERY dataset)



…Using just a single formula (in cell A1)
=QUERY('Amazon "gift" rankings'!A:Q,"Select A, C, G, J,  M order by G desc limit 15",1)



Let’s break this down
=QUERY('Amazon "gift" rankings'!A:Q,"Select A, C, G, J, M order by G desc limit 15",1)

'Amazon "gift" rankings'!A:Q  - Referencing the original dataset 

"Select A, C, G, J, M order by G desc limit 15" - The data we would like to pull

1 - The number of header rows

Official syntax:  QUERY(data, query, [headers])



"Select A, C, G, J, M order by G desc limit 15"

Select A, C, G, J, M - Pull data from these columns

order by G desc - Sort the data from highest to lowest (descending), using column G

limit 15 - Limit the data to 15 rows

Now, let’s break down my QUERY



There we have it
Whenever the data source is updated, refreshed or added to, the 
‘dashboard’ will automatically refresh too.



Here’s how we use QUERY to automate quick insight 
dashboards at Kaizen



‘Google Visualization API Query Language’

https://developers.google.com/chart/interactive/docs/querylanguage



TIP #3: Stay on top of your online 
content with monitoring tools



In marketing we have a lot of people pushing for 
content changes on our website

● General marketers
● SEOs 
● CROs 
● Developers
● Content/copy teams
● And so on…



Manually keeping track of these changes is a nightmare



Content monitoring tools are worth their weight in Gold



Never miss a change that could impact your channel



SEOs
Technical SEO & 
content changes

Many marketing team members will benefit from these alerts

Content managers
Page edits, 

removals etc.

Marketing managers
More holistic 

oversight



Customised alerting to suit your marketing needs

Out of Stock



Proactive alerting could prevent a major disaster



Quick Fire Round



Use Zapier to build our own automated ecosystem

Zapier essentially lets you create automated actions across third-party platforms 
based on an IF statement

Automations could include:
● IF X row is added to G sheet, create a Trello Card based on the data
● IF email is starred, add as a task in Asana
● IF Google mention ‘algorithm update’ in a Tweet, post it on Slack



Zapier works in many cloud based apps 

Useful apps for us 
could be:

● G Sheets
● Slack 
● Trello
● Asana
● Gmail
● G-Cal



Custom alerts has become ‘Insights’ in GA4

Steps:

1) Head to Home
2) Scroll down to insights
3) Select “see suggested insights”
4) Review recommended insights
5) Consider creating custom insights 

Automate performance monitoring in GA4



Setup automated email rules with GMail
Step 1: Search your GMail inbox - eg. "from:(sc-noreply@google.com) subject:([domain])"
Step 2: Hit the slider icon and select "Create filter"
Step 3: Apply your rule



Track Website downtime with uptime robot
Uptime robot sends us email alerts when a site goes down with analysis for the total downtime.

https://uptimerobot.com/


Fetch large Search Console Data 
with Search Analytics for Sheets API

● Search Console exports are limited to 1,000 rows

● APIs such as Search Analytics for sheets are not limited



Popular G Sheets APIs/Extensions amongst 
● Power tools (extra Google Sheets functionality)

● Search Analytics for sheets (Full Search Console data exports)

● Supermetrics (data exports from several marketing tools)

https://workspace.google.com/marketplace/app/power_tools/1058867473888
https://workspace.google.com/marketplace/app/search_analytics_for_sheets/1035646374811
https://workspace.google.com/marketplace/app/supermetrics/523876908005


How do you automate your marketing tasks?

@Keyword_King


